Toolbox Talks are intended to facilitate health and safety discussions on the job site. For additional Toolbox Talks, please visit SAFETY.CAT.COM™

**TOPIC:** Tips on proper methods of securing machines and their components for safe transport. These are things that are known and practiced, but sometimes overlook.

**Tying the Machine Down**
- As a rule, you should use one chain for every 8500 pounds (3855.5 kg) of weight, or one chain for every 10 linear feet (3.1 meters) of cargo
- Check all anchor points for the chains
- Always check every chain before using it; look for cracked, bent, twisted, or stretched links
- Check for broken or cracked side or pocket rails, support, or welds, rails bent or distorted where hooks or fittings attach, and floor rings that are nicked or gouged, worn, twisted, bent, stretched, or with broken welds
- Keep chains straight and tight
- Be sure to flag the machine if it exceeds the width requirements for transporting
- Check to be sure all items on the trailer and the machine are secured
- Re-check for fluid leakages, rocks, and other debris

**Transporting a Machine**
- Make sure the machine is properly chained down and balanced
- Many governmental agencies throughout the world require that the truck driver, within the first 25 miles (40.2 km) after beginning a trip, recheck all load securing devices and make proper adjustments
- ALWAYS use common sense and good judgment when loading, hauling, and transporting
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The material in this document is provided for informational purposes only and not as a comprehensive or exhaustive resource on this topic. This material has been compiled from a multitude of sources believed to be accurate; however, Caterpillar Inc. assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or currency of this information and encourages you to consult experts in this area for more information. In no event does the content of this document supersede any applicable local, state, or federal statutes or regulations.